Color MAKES A DIFFERENCE

Learning new words can be as colorful as the seasons!

**NOUNS** are words that name people, places, and things.

**ADJECTIVES** are words that describe nouns.

**VERBS** are action words.

---

**Winter**

- **NOUNS:** snow, mittens, ice
- **ADJECTIVES:** cold, windy, frosty
- **VERBS:** ski, skate, melt

---

**Spring**

- **NOUNS:** grass, bird, bud
- **ADJECTIVES:** green, colorful, new
- **VERBS:** grow, sing, rain

---

**Summer**

- **NOUNS:** sand, sun, pool
- **ADJECTIVES:** sunny, bright, clear
- **VERBS:** swim, play, camp

---

**Fall**

- **NOUNS:** leaf, tree, pumpkin
- **ADJECTIVES:** yellow, orange, red
- **VERBS:** rake, harvest, crunch